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Creating with Laurie Speltz’s Basecoat Stencils

Stenciling 101
By Laurie Speltz, The Creative Coach
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Tools of the Trade

Stenciling doesn’t require a lot of tools and
supplies but there are a few needed for
successful results.

BRUSHES

Brushes play a very important role in
stenciling.  There are many on the market
and they differ in their performance.  Quality
brushes have densely packed soft bristles.
They will load a good amount of paint and
will hold their shape and bristles over time.

Sizes of brushes vary and you will want to
have a variety of sizes to fit different needs.
Use the largest brush possible for an area.
Larger brushes will hold more paint and are
used for large open areas and when doing
large allover patterns.  Smaller brushes are
used for detailed areas.

Stencil brushes also make great dry
brushes.

New brushes will shed.  Densely packed
brushes have some bristles that don’t get
attached to the glue that is put into the
ferrule of the brush.  Try using a piece of
packing tape or duck tape to remove loose
bristles from brushes before using.  Lightly
pounce your brush into the tape and loose
bristles will be removed.

Brushes differ by:
· Size
· Design
· Handle

Creative Coach Stencil Brushes are available
in ¼”, 3/8”, 5/8”, 1”.

Our bristles are softer than many on the
market.  The bristles have been shaved to
create a softer stipple.  This helps with
getting less texture and marks in the
painting.  It also allows the brush to create a
nice dry brushing effect.

The handles are thicker for ease of use in
the hands.  They will cause less fatigue over
a longer period of time.
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PALETTE

You can use a paper plate, meat tray or
palette paper.  Use small puddles of paint.
Keep your paints fresh by adding new
paints frequently.  Pouncing your brush into
the palette is the starting point for stenciling.
Keeping your palette clean and orderly is
important.

PAPER TOWELS

I have used Bounty paper towels for years.
I only mention the brand because you can
use the paper towels for more than one
usage.  They perform more like cloth and
hold up very well.  When you want to
remove paint from your brushes to dry
brush, these paper towels do not shred and
fall apart.

TAPE

Painter’s tape is used by most painters
versus regular masking tape.  I use the blue
tape or the green Frog Tape.  Both come in
a variety of widths.

We use tape to:
· Hold the stencil in place
· Mask off areas where we do not want

paint
· Repair stencils (you can also use clear

tape for this)
· Mark areas for placement of stencils or

area painting

Use less tacky tape:
· When working on paper
· On recently painted surfaces

To remove tackiness from your tape, place
and remove the tape on your clothing or a
piece of cloth.  It will pick up fibers and
reduce its tackiness.

SPRAY ADHESIVES

I am asked if I use adhesive to hold stencils
in place.  I personally do not think it is
necessary for the type of stenciling we are
doing.  The only time it may be
advantageous is on curved surfaces or on
glass.  It is tough to remove from stencil.

CHALK PENCILS

Chalk pencils come in handy to test out
locations for stencils.  You can plan and
create an entire design on your surface.
Trace the outline shape of the stencil, draw
in any special elements.  Wipe out any
unwanted lines when you are done.  You can
change your mind and try several
placements without a lot of extra clean up.

RULERS

A plastic clear ruler that you can see through
is very helpful.  You can line up your
lettering or line work easily.
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Types of Stencils

A stencil is a tool used to reproduce a
design, shape or pattern.

Stencils can be made from:
· Cardboard
· Mylar
· Transparency material
· Metal
· Plastic

BASECOAT STENCILS

Basecoat stencils can be used by painters to
perform normal basecoating tasks.  There
are many advantages:
· Paint goes on much quicker.  In the time

it would take to basecoat a single shape
in one color, six can be done.

· Paint dries faster allowing for less
waiting time

· Large areas can be done with less effort

Basecoat stencils were created to:
· Save time
· Provide consistency in repeating shapes
· Require no transferring of designs and

shapes
· Allow for freedom in creative design

There are several ways basecoat stencils
can be found:
· Single sheets that have single one color

applications
· Multiple overlays that have color

separations.  More than one color can be
applied at one time or in several
applications using the same stencil.

Use of Stencils

What can you create?

The possibilities are endless…

· Use stencils as a painting tool

· Basecoat in areas of solid color

· Create backgrounds

· Overlay patterns

· Use as a template

·  Trace shapes and create cut outs with
either paper or wood
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BACKGROUND STENCILS

They can be used to create repeated all-over
design in a larger area.

Background stencils can also be used in
smaller areas to apply design.  Use in
combination with other shapes.  The shapes
can create a mask to paint does not transfer
into unwanted areas.  This type of stenciling
can be done to:

· Create patterns on clothing
· Snowman jackets and scarves
· Shirt and dress patterns
· Create patterns on objects
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Methods of Stenciling

There are several methods used with stenciling projects.  We use a stippling method.

· Dip a dry brush into color and pounce out excess onto a paper towel

· Pounce firmly up and down

· Choose a size of brush that best fits the stencil

· Start pouncing in the middle of the open area and move to the outside

· Work the paint from the middle to the outside edges

· Lighten pressure as you get around the edges

· Use a different brush for each color

1. Pounce in puddle of paint

3. Start pouncing in the middle of the open
area of the stencil

4. Continue to pounce out to the outside
edge.

3. Pounce onto paper towel
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Cleaning of Stencils

· Clean immediately after each use

· Clean when too much paint is applied and it seeps under the stencil

· Clean both the back and the front of the stencil

· Excess build-up of paint can lead to the paint bleeding under the stencil

· Lay stencil flat to clean

· Rub gently in one direction to remove paint

· Use kitchen scrub pads to help clean.  Do not apply too much pressure.

· Be careful of delicate areas.

· Lay flat to dry

· Clean with whatever works best for you.

· Try:
· Plain warm water
· Dishwashing soap
· Eyeglass cleaner
· Antibacterial liquid

We can also use dry brush techniques, swirling methods and pulling of
color to get certain effects.  You can also use sponges or other materials to
get special looks.  Stencils work great to get special effects.
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Cleaning and Caring For Your Brushes

To keep your brushes working for years to come, take care of them.  Try these tips:

· Wash new brushes before using and left dry completely

· Pounce bristles into tape to remove any loose bristles

· Use warm water to clean brushes

· Swirl brushes on the bottom of a sink or in your water basin to clean

· Use scouring pad to remove any hardened paint debris

· Clean brushes using dishwashing liquid, brush cleaner or hand soaps with a small
amount of alcohol.  I like using Dawn dish soap and Deco Magic Brush Cleaner.

· Keep water out of ferrule of brush

· Reshape brush after cleaning

· Remove excess water

· Lay flat to dry

· Use a dish drainer or metal
cooling rack

· Store brushes upright after they
are dried

· Never leave brushes sitting in
water

· Never store brushes sitting on
their bristles
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Storing Stencils and Materials

Basecoat stencils have a 3-hole system built into them.  They can easily be stored in
binders.

· Binders help stencils from getting wrinkled or ruined

· Place a sheet a plain paper between stencils to prevent sticking

· Use commercial dividers to help separate stencils.  There are various types
available from office supply stores

· Store stencils by theme or by number for easy reference

· Idea booklets and patterns can be stored in the pockets of the binder

· Holes can also be punched into booklets and patterns for storage within the
rings of the binder

· Add a zippered pouch to carry brushes or other supplies

· Use pocket pouches to store patterns or stencils that have been cut apart
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Stenciled Overlays/Color Separations

Some stencils are made with the intent of layering colors.  Color separations are done for
all types of art applications.  Multi colored items are created by laying down one section of
color and then adding additional layers until the image is completed.  When applying colors
directly next to each other, make sure the previous color is completely dried.

We use scored lines on our stencils that have color separations.  Scored lines are lines on
the stencils that appear on the stencil but are not cut completely through the mylar.  They
are used for alignment purposes.  They help in lining up each color placement.  We do not
use registration lines or marks with our stencils.  The scored lines serve that purpose.  If
you are cutting your own stencils, you can use a permanent ink pen to create lines to help
in lining up these color separations.  Cleaning your stencils after usage will allow you to see
the scored lines for your next usage.

Scored lines are visible but
no paint will go through
them. They are there for
reference.

Using step by step procedures:

1. Base the dress, hat and
shoes.  You could make these
all the same color or use sev-
eral colors.

2  Overlay the stencil and line
up the scored lines for place-
ment.  Pounce in color for the
hands, face and socks.

3. Use scored lines to place the
stencil again and now add the
hair.

4. Add goodie bag or mask.
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General Painting Instructions

Here are some basic painting instructions.
Apply these techniques to the use of the
stencils.

SURFACE PREPARATIONS
Sand wood pieces or rough edges with
sandpaper.  Wipe dust away with Tacky
Cloth or damp towel.  You can seal your
wood with a sealer, follow directions by the
manufacturer.  I normally do not seal my
wood.   When working on metal, I usually
spray with a matte finish prior to painting.  I
also like to spatter my surface.

APPLY PATTERN
Even when using stencils there will be times
you need to add parts of the design that
aren’t a stencil.  They may be small or large
areas.  Trace the pattern onto tracing paper.
Position the traced pattern onto your sur-
face. Secure it so it doesn’t move and slip a
piece of graphite paper underneath it.  If
you are working on a dark surface you can
use white and on lighter surfaces use the
regular graphite.  Use a pencil or stylus and
lightly trace the pattern.  Use light pressure
or you may leave indentations in the sur-
face.  Once the base colors are in you can
repeat the process as necessary and use
stencils whenever you can.

BASECOATING
There are two types of basecoating.  Sur-
face basecoating is filling in your surface
color with one or two even coats of paint.
It is better to apply two lighter coats versus
one heavy uneven one.  Area basecoating is
filling in areas with assigned colors.  You
want to use the largest brush possible for

each area.  Remove any water you might
have in your brush.  Use the paint full
strength.  The basecoat should be smooth
and even.  Lightly sand with 220 grit sand-
paper or a brown paper bag between coats.
Make sure to wipe any dust away prior to
painting the second coat.

FLOATING - SHADING &
HIGHLIGHTING
I use a 1/2" Angular Brush to do my float-
ing.  You may also use a flat if you prefer.
Make sure your brush is in good shape and
has a good chisel edge.  Take special care
when cleaning your brushes.  Dip the brush
into water, tap onto the paper towel and
remove excess water.  Do not remove too
much.  The most common mistake of
people trying to float color is lack of water.
Dip the pointed corner of the brush into the
paint.  Pick up a small amount of paint on
the tip of the brush.  This is called
sideloading the brush.  Work the brush
back and forth on a single stroked line on a
palette. The paint should blend with the
water to produce a gradual transition from
dark full strength color to clear water on the
other edge of the stroke.

To shade means to add a darker color on a
lighter surface to add depth and dimension.

Highlighting is adding a lighter color on a
darker surface using the same technique.

Practice, practice, practice.  The more you
do the better and faster you get.

The number one problem for most people
is the improper amount of water in your
brush when you load it.
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1. Dip brush into water.

2. Tap onto paper towel.  You can test to
see if you have the right amount of water by
running your brush over your forefinger.  If
you can see liquid but it does not run down
your finger, you should be close.

3. Pick up your paint.  Carefully pick up the
amount of paint from the edge of the
puddle.  If you stab into the puddle you will
not get a consistent amount of paint.

4. Stroke your line on your palette

5. Stroke line on surface.  Start color about
1/4” from where you want to finish.

6. “Walk” the
color from your
starting point,
moving the
color towards
the outside until
you reach the
desired edge.
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DOUBLE-LOADING
To double-load means to load two colors
of paint on the brush at one time.  One
corner of the brush is loaded with one color
and load a second color on the opposite
corner.  You should load enough color to
have the paint meet at the middle of the
brush.  Blend the color on the palette.  I do
a lot of scarves in this manner.

DRY BRUSHING
I use dry brushing to add cheek color and
highlight areas.  Use a scruffy round brush
or a stencil brush.  Dip brush into paint and
then wipe brush on paper towel until almost
all the color is gone.  The color should look
like powder and there should be no signs of
wet paint left on the brush.  Lightly apply
color in a circular motion until desired tone
is achieved.  Check color often.  It is easy
to add more color but difficult to fix an area
that has had too much applied. Always
work in a larger area than what you what to
leave for color.  You can also dry brush
backgrounds.  Dry brushing can also be
done with chalks.

PAINTING PLAIDS
To paint plaids, dilute your paint to ink
consistency.  Apply horizontal lines of one
color.  Wait to dry completely.  Apply
vertical lines of the same color.  Where lines
intersect there should be a darker section of
color.  Repeat process for each color and
line size.  A stroke of full color can be
added where lines intersect if needed.

SPATTERING
Use a stencil brush, old toothbrush or
spattering tool.  Dilute paint with water.  Dip

brush into paint and tap off excess.  Use
your fingers to pull bristles back and flick
paint onto project.  If the specks are too
small, dilute paint more.  If the dots are too
large, the paint is too thin.
STIPPLING
Dip a stencil brush into your paint puddle,
pounce off excess paint on a paper towel.
Lightly pounce the color onto the surface.

DETAILS
Stylus - Use for dotting eyes, highlights and
other details.  The ends of brush handles
can be used for larger dots.  Experiment
and do stars and hearts with a stylus.

Linework - If using a brush, dilute paint to
ink consistency.  Watch pressure when
applying  paint.  Your line will widen the
harder you press.

Permanent Ink Pens - Have a variety of
types and sizes on hand.  Test all pens
before using on a project.  I use
Rapidioliner pens and Pigma pens for most
linework.  I also use Identi-Pens for
linework and personalization at shows.
White lines can be done with Pen-Touch
pens by Sakura.  They come in an extra-fine
and fine point.

FINISHING
Assemble projects using wood glue, adhe-
sive or epoxy.  Use hot glue for attaching
fabric, raffia and moss.  I use a spray finish.
Lay pieces out in a well-ventilated area or
outside.  Spray one side with several light
coats and flip to do the other side.  You can
also wait to do spattering until now.  Cover
areas you do not want spattered with your
hand or piece of paper.
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Cutting Stencils

Custom stencils can be cut and used as
needed.

If cutting stencils with a stencil burner,
follow directions included with the unit.  I
like the “Versa  Tool” from Walnut Hollow.
It has good instructions and suggestions for
use.

(You can also cut stencils with a craft knife
but be very careful as it is easy to slip. )

Place your design down and cover it with a
piece of glass.  You can use the glass from
a photo frame.  Tape the edges of the glass
with masking tape for safety.  Place a piece
of mylar or transparency film over your
design.  Transparency film is available from
office supply stores.  Other materials may
be used, howeve,r test all materials before
use.  Some materials are flammable or toxic
and may not be suitable.  You can trace the
design with a permanent marker so you
have some guidelines to work with for
placement of the pattern on the surface.

You can cut more than one area and/or
more than one color on a single stencil as
long as the areas do not touch.  Cut addi-
tional stencils for more areas until you have
added the majority of areas to be
basecoated.  Add layers by lining up your
pattern and seeing that they fit.  Break any
design into smaller parts and stencil what-
ever areas you wish.  Use caution when
cutting and take safety seriously.  The
burner is hot and can cause burns on skin,
materials and clothing.

Stencil burner - read instructions, warnings
included.

Tape down the holder so it does not slip on
your surface.
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Cut only as fast as the material cleanly cuts away.  If you go too slowly you can burn
away extra area.  If you go too quickly you can miss sections and have to return to cut
them again.

You may run the material in your copier or printer.  Make sure you purchase the correct
material for the machine you are using.  Failure to do so can result in expensive repair bills
and service calls.

Mylar is also available in rolls and come in different thicknesses.  Check your local art
store or supplier online.  I like a medium weight product so it is still pliable and can bend
around uneven surfaces.
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The transparancy can be cut directly on the glass surface.  For extra safety, tape around
the edges of the glass.  Cut a separate stencil for each set of color separations.

You can transfer the pattern with permanent ink pen.  Give yourself enough lines to line up
your pattern if you are cutting color separations.
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Production Painting with Stencils

· Determine the end product

· Break projects into steps

· Determine process and how the design
can be built

· Cut stencils needed

· Start building design working from back
to front

· Look for short cuts along the way

· Work in 6’s, 12’s or 24’s

· Lay stencil down and apply as many
colors as possible before moving

· Multiple colors may be applied as long
as adjacent colors do not touch

· Clean stencil and brush if paint starts to
build up and cause a problem

CreatingWith Basecoat Stencils

Try new things with the stencils:

- Overlap colors

- Use sponges to apply color

- Use stencils as a mask for adding
patterns over a base shape

- Use stencils by their shape not by
their designated theme

Color does not always have to be solid
when stenciling.  Sometimes it adds
character to nothave the area a solid color.

If you make a mistake wipe out your color
before it dries.  By doing it immediately you
eliminate the need to use alcohol or a
scrubbing tool to clean up.

Extra paint that escapes under the stencil
can also be cleaned up with a scrubbing
tool.  A scrubber brush  is good for that. I
like the double- ended  Cha Cha brush for
that.  There are also rubber tipped tools that
remove paint easily.

Base and area and then move onto the next
piece.  If you have more than one color cut
in a stencil, do those colors and then move
on.  Many people are afraid of removing the
stencil and then putting it back down.  Just
line it up with the color you have left and
you should be fine.


